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We discuss the problem of boundedness from L p (Rn) to L p$ (Rn) (1p+1p$=1,
1p2) of operators of the type M=F&1ei.(!)a(!) F, which is related to the study
of hyperbolic equations with constant coefficients. The boundedness is dependent
on a geometrical property of 7=.&1 (1), and its dependence has been exactly
determined in the cases n=2, 1p2 and n3, p=1, 2 (M. Sugimoto, Math. Z.
215 (1994), 519531; 222 (1996), 521531). This paper is devoted to the unsolved
case 1<p<2, and a strange phenomenon is exhibited in the simplest case n=3.
 1998 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Throughout this paper, we assume 1p2 and 1p+1p$=1. We shall
consider the L p-L p$-boundedness of Fourier multipliers of the type
Mk=F&1ei.(!)ak (!) F, (1)
where
.(!) # C| (Rn"0) is homogeneous of order 1,
ak (!) # C (Rn) is homogeneous of order &k for large |!|.
The example which we keep in mind is the solution operator Ek (t):
gk [ u(t) of the Cauchy problem
P(Dt , Dx) u=0
Dkt u |t=0= gk , D
l
tu |t=0=0 (l=0, 1, ..., m&1, l{k).
(C.P.)
Here P(Dt , Dx) is a homogeneous constant coefficient partial differential
operator of degree m in the time t and the space x # Rn, which is strictly
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hyperbolic. Ek (t) is a linear combination of operators of Fourier multi-
pliers of the type (1) (modulo a regularizing operator), and the phase func-
tion .(!) of (1) is one of [t.l (!)]ml=1 if we factorize the symbol p({, !) as
p({, !)=({&.1 (!)) } } } ({&.m (!)). The Cauchy problem for hyperbolic
systems, such as elastic wave equations and Maxwell equations, is also in
our focus since the solution operator can be expressed in a similar way.
(The problem (C.P.) itself can be transformed to a hyperbolic system.)
For the sake of simplicity, we assume .(!)>0 and set
7=[! # Rn"0; .(!)=1]. (2)
In the case 7=Sn&1, which is related to the wave equation, the L p-L p$-
boundedness of Mk is obtained by Strichartz [12]. This result has been
extended to the case when 7 has non-vanishing Gaussian curvature by
Brenner [2], and the case when 7 is convex by Sugimoto [15]. (7 with
non-vanishing Gaussian curvature is always convex.) In this article, we
shall consider the case when 7 is not necessarily convex.
In the case n=1, the boundedness is trivial. Since F&1ei.(!)F is nothing
but a translation, Mk is essentially a Bessel potential, the boundedness of
which is well known.
In the case n=2, we can exactly determine the dependence of the boun-
dedness of Mk on 7. We define the index #(7) to be the maximal order of
contact of the curve 7 to its tangent line. (See [17, Definition 1,
Remark 1].) Then we have
Theorem A (Sugimoto [17, Theorem 1; 15 Theorem 2]). Suppose
n=2. Then Mk is L p-L p$-bounded if k>(4&2#(7))(1p&12). This
inequality can be replaced by an equality if p{1. Furthermore, Mk is not
necessarily L p-L p$-bounded if k<(4&2#(7))(1p&12).
We can extend Theorem A to the case n3 if we use the index
#0 (7)=sup
p
inf
H
#(7; p, H). (3)
(See [17, Definition 1].) For a point p # 7 and for a plane H (of dimension
2) which contains the normal line of 7 at p, we have defined the index
#(7; p, H) to be the order of contact of the curve 7 & H to the line T & H
at p, where T denotes the tangent hyperplane of 7 at p.
Theorem B (Sugimoto [17, Theorems 1, 2, Remark 4]). Suppose n3.
Then Mk is L p-L p$-bounded if k>(2n&2#0 (7))(1p&12). This inequality
can be replaced by an equality if p{1. Furthermore, Mk is not necessarily
L p-L p$-bounded if k<(2n&2#0 (7))(1p&12) and p=1, 2.
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But in the case n3, there still remains the problem ‘‘What about the
optimality of Theorem B for 1<p<2?’’ To our surprise, it is not optimal
in spite of the optimality for p=1, 2, and the boundedness is dependent
more intricately on a geometrical property of 7 in the non-convex case. In
the following, we shall exhibit such a strange phenomenon in the simplest
case n=3, #0 (7)=2. We can improve Theorem B in this special case.
Finally, we shall mention the plan of this article. In Section 1, we shall
microlocalize the problem; that is, we assume that ak (!) in (1) is supported
in a sufficiently small conic neighborhood of a particular point v # Sn&1,
say v=(0, ..., 0, 1). If we express 7 as [( y, h( y))] by a function h( y) in the
neighborhood, we can reduce the boundedness of Mk to a certain property
of h( y) (Propositions 1 and 2). In Section 2, we shall classify the functions
h( y) in the case n=3 (Definition 1). In Section 3, we shall show the boun-
dedness for each classes (Theorems 1 and 2), which will improve
Theorem B for 1<p<2 (Remark 1). These results have been partially
announced in [16]. In Section 4, we shall show the optimality of the results
which will be obtained in Section 3 (Theorem 3). In Section 5, we shall
conclude with some remarks on the application of our observation.
In the rest of this paper, capital ‘‘C’’ (with some suffices) in estimates
always denotes a positive constant which may be (dependent on the suffices
and) different on each occasion.
1. MICROLOCALIZATION
From now on, we shall microlocalize the problem. That is, in (1), we
shall assume that ak (!) is supported in a sufficiently small conic
neighborhood 1 of a particular point v # Sn&1, and .(!) # C| (1). We may
assume v=en=(0, ..., 0, 1) # Sn&1 without loss of generality. Then, in the
neighborhood, 7 in (2) can be expressed as
7 & 1=[! # 1; .(!)=1]
=[( y, h( y)); y # U], (1.1)
where h( y) # C | (U) is a positive function and U/Rn&1 is an open
neighborhood of the origin. Conversely, for a neighborhood U/Rn&1 of
the origin and a positive function h( y) # C| (U), we can define a conic
neighborhood 1 of the point v # S n&1 and a homogeneous function
.(!) # C| (1) of order 1 by (1.1).
In this section, we shall show a relation between the function h( y) and
the boundedness of Mk , in other words, a relation between the oscillatory
integral
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I(*; z)=|
Rn&1
ei*(z } y+h( y))g( y) dy
(*>0, z # Rn&1, g # C 0 (U)) (1.2)
defined by h( y) and the convolution kernel
Kk (x)=F&1[ei.(!)ak (!)](x) (1.3)
of Mk . In this problem, the change of variables
!=(*y, *h( y)), (*>0, y # U) (1.4)
makes the relation clear. We remark that the Jacobian is
D!
D(*, y)
=*n&1G( y), G( y)=h( y)& y } {h( y). (1.5)
Proposition 1. Let q2 and :0. Suppose, for all g # C 0 (U) and
*>0,
&I(*; z)&Lq(Rzn&1)Cg *
&:, (1.6)
where Cg is independent of *. Then Kk (x) # Lq (Rn); hence Mk is
L p-L p$-bounded for p=2q(2q&1), if k>n&:&1q.
Proof. We only have to pay attention to x near the point
&{.(en) # Rn, by using an integration by parts argument. We write
x=(x$, xn), x$=(x1 , ..., xn&1). We may assume that the variable xn is
negative and away from the origin since Euler’s identity .(en)=
en } {.(en)>0 yields .$n (en)=.(en)>0.
We can write
ak (!)=ak (!) 9( |xn | .(!))
with a positive function 9(t) # C which is supported in [t; t>0] and
equals 1 for large t. We may assume that ak (!) is homogeneous. Then, by
the change of variables (1.4) and * [ |xn |&1 *, we have
Kk (x)=
1
(2?)n
F[e&i.(!)ak (!) 9( |xn | .(!))](x)
=
|xn |k&n
(2?)n |

0
|
U
ei*(xn
&1x$ } y+h( y)+xn
&1)*n&1&k9(*) g( y) d* dy
=
|xn |k&n
(2?)n
F*[I(*; x&1n x$) *
n&1&k9(*)]( |xn |&1). (1.7)
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Here g( y)=ak ( y, h( y)) |G( y)| # C 0 (U) by (1.5). Hence, we obtain from
the estimate (1.6)
&Kk (x)&Lq( |x+{.(en)|<<1)
C &F*[I(*; z) *n&1&k9(*)]({)&Lq(R{_Rzn&1)
C &&I(*; z) *n&1&k9(*)&Lq*(R*) &Lq(Rzn&1)
C &&I(*; z)&Lq(Rzn&1) *
n&1&k9(*)&Lq*(R*)
C &*n&1&:&k9(*)&Lq*(R*) .
Here 1q+1q*=1, and we have used Hausdorff and Young’s inequality
and Minkowski’s inequality for integrals. If k>n&:&1q, we have
(n&1&:&k)q*<&1, which implies Kk # Lq (Rn). The boundedness of
Mk is trivial if we notice Young’s inequality. K
In particular, in the case q=, we have another version of Proposi-
tion 1. Instead of (1.3), we set
Kk, j (x)=F&1[ei.(!)ak (!) 8j (!)](x).
Here [8j (!)]j=1 is a LittlewoodPaley partition of unity which is used to
define the norm
&v&B sp, q=\ :

j=0
(2 js &F &18 j (!) Fv&Lp)q+
1q
of Besov space Bsp, q . For more information about these spaces, see, for
example, Berght and Lo stro m [1].
Proposition 2. Let :0. Suppose, for all g # C 0 (U) and *>0,
&I(*; z)&L(Rzn&1)Cg *
&:, (1.8)
where Cg is independent of *. Then [Kk, j (x)]j=0 is bounded in L
 (Rn) if
k=n&:. Hence Mk is L p-L p$-bounded if k>(2n&2:)(1p&12). This
inequality can be replaced by an equation if p{1.
Proof. Since we can write, for j=1, 2, ...,
8j (!)=8j (!) 9 \.(!)2 j +
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with a positive function 9(t) # C 0 (t>0), we may replace 8j (!) in the
definition of Kk, j (x) by 9(.(!)2 j). Then we have similarly to (1.7)
Kk, j (x)=
|xn |k&n
(2?)n
F* _I(*; x&1n x$) *n&1&k9 \ *2 j |xn |+& ( |xn | &1)
for x near the point &{.(en) and large j. Hence we obtain from (1.8)
|Kk, j (x)|C |

0 } I(*; x&1n x$) 9 \
*
2 j |xn |+ *n&1&k } d*
=C2 j(n&k) |

0 } I(2 j*; x&1n x$) 9 \
*
|xn |+ *n&1&k } d*
C2 j(n&:&k),
which implies that [Kk, j (x)]j=0 is bounded in L
 (Rn) if k=n&:.
The boundedness of Mk is trivial if we use the argument of Besov
spaces. In fact, we can easily prove the B0p, 2 -B
0
p$, 2-boundedness if
k=(2n&2:)(1p&12) by analytic interpolation of the cases p=2
(Plancherel’s theorem) and p=1 (Young’s inequality), which yields the
L p-L p$-boundedness for p{1 because of the continuous inclusions
L p/B0p, 2 and B
0
p$, 2 /L
p$. (See, for example, [1, Theorem 6.4.4].) As for
p=1, use the inclusions L1/B&=1, 2 and B
=
, 2 /L
 (=>0) instead, which
are easily obtained from the definition of Besov spaces. K
2. CLASSIFICATION
Hereafter we shall assume n=3 and #0 (7)=2. (See (2) and (3) in the
Introduction.) A typical example is 7 defined by
.(!)=[(!21+!
2
2&!
2
3)
2+!43]
14, !=(!1 , !2 , !3) (2.1)
[17,Example 1]. As is explained in Section 1, 7 can be expressed microlo-
cally by a positive function h( y)=h( y1 , y2) which is real analytic at the
origin. (See (1.1).) We remark that
rank h"(0, 0){0,
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which is derived from the assumption #0 (7) = 2. In particular,
det h"(0, 0){0 if the Gaussian curvature of 7 never vanishes.
In order to show how the boundedness of Mk is dependent on 7, we
shall classify functions h( y). We may assume that
{h(0, 0)=0, h"11 (0, 0){0; (2.2)
otherwise replace h( y) by h( yT )& yT } {h(0, 0) with an appropriate
orthogonal matrix T. We remark that this change does not affect the boun-
dedness of Mk . Then we define the functions b0 ( y2) and b1 ( y2), which are
real analytic at the origin, by the equations
h$1 (b1 ( y2), y2)=0, b1 (0)=0
b0 ( y2)=h(b1 ( y2), y2).
(2.3)
They are uniquely determined near the origin by the implicit function
theorem. The curve [(b1 (t), t, b0 (t))] is the ridge of the mountain 7 when
we see it parallel to the y1 -axis.
Definition 1. Let h( y)=h( y1 , y2) be a real analytic function at the
origin satisfying (2.2), and bj ( y2) be defined by (2.3) ( j=0, 1). Then we
define $j to be the smallest integer m2 such that b (m)j (0){0, and we say
that h( y) is of type I if $0<, type II if $0=, $1<, and type III if
$0=$1=.
Typical examples are the following:
Example 1. h( y) is of type I with $0=2 if and only if det h"(0, 0){0.
Proof. Differentiating Eqs. (2.3), we have
h"11 (b1 ( y2), y2) b$1 ( y2)+h"12(b1 ( y2), y2)=0.
b"0 ( y2)=h"21 (b1 ( y2), y2) b$1 ( y2)+h"22 (b1 ( y2), y2)
From them, we obtain b"0 (0)=det h"(0, 0)h"11 (0, 0), which yields the
required result. K
Example 2. See Fig. 1. Let N=2, 3, ...
[I] hI ( y)=1&( y21& y
N
2 ) is of type I with $0=N (b0=1+ y
N
2 ,
b1=0).
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FIG. 1. [( y, h
*
( y))] (V=I, II, III )
[II] hII ( y)=1&( y1& yN2 )
2 is of type II with $1=N (b0=1,
b1= yN2 ).
[III] hIII ( y)=1& y21 is of type III (b0=1, b1=0).
Example 3. 7 defined by .(!) in (2.1) can be expressed microlocally by
a function of type II (or an appropriate replacement of it) at the points
(|1 , |2 , \1), where |21+|
2
2=1, or type I at any other points. (See [17,
Example 1].)
The ridge of a mountain is dependent on the direction in which we see
the mountain. But the following proposition says that the direction does
not affect the classification.
Proposition 3. Suppose that h ( y)=h( yT ) satisfies h "11(0, 0){0 with a
2_2 invertible matrix T. Then h defines the same $0 as h does in Defini-
tion 1, and the same $1 if $0=.
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Proof. In the following, all functions, which are of one variable or two,
are real analytic at the origin. We define the indices $j ( j=0, 1) by using
h( y) as in Definition 1, and the functions b j ( y2) ( j=0, 1) by
h $1 (b 1 ( y2), y2)=0, b 1 (0)=0
b 0 ( y2)=h (b 1 ( y2), y2).
(2.4)
Then all we have to show is
b (l )j (0)=0, 2l$j&1 (2.5)
for j=0, and for j=1 if $0=. We may assume $0 , $13 or equivalently
b"0 (0)=b"1 (0)=0.
Because of (2.2) and (2.3), ’( y1 , y2)=h( y1+b1 ( y2), y2) satisfies ’(0, y2)=
b0 ( y2), ’$1 (0, y2)=0 and ’"11 (0, 0)=h"11 (0, 0){0. Hence we can write
h( y1 , y2)=b0 ( y2)+( y1&b1 ( y2))2 c( y1 , y2) (2.6)
with a function c( y1 , y2) such that c(0, 0){0. From (2.6), we obtain
h"(0, 0)=2c(0, 0) \ 1&b$1 (0)
&b$1 (0)
[b$1 (0)]2+ . (2.7)
Here we have used b"0 (0)=b1 (0)=0. When we write
T=\::^
;
; + ,
we obtain, from (2.7) and the relation h "(0, 0)=Th"(0, 0)t T,
h "11 (0, 0)=2c(0, 0)(:&;b$1 (0))2.
Accordingly, the assumption h "11 (0, 0){0 is equivalent to
:&;b$1 (0){0. (2.8)
On the other hand, by (2.7) and (2.8), ‘( y1 , y2)=:h$1 ( y1 , y2)+
;h$2 ( y1 , y2) (=h $1 ( yT&1)) satisfies ‘(0, 0)=0 and ‘$1 (0, 0)=2c(0, 0)(:&
;b$1 (0)){0. Hence we can uniquely define the function b( y2) by
‘(b( y2), y2)=0, b(0)=0, (2.9)
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which means
h $1 (g1 ( y2), g2 ( y2))=0; (g1 ( y2), g2 ( y2))=(b( y2), y2) T&1. (2.10)
Furthermore we obtain, from (2.6),
‘( y1 , y2)=;b$0 ( y2)+2( y1&b1 ( y2)) c( y1 , y2)(:&;b$1 ( y2))
+( y1&b1 ( y2))2 (:c$1 ( y1 , y2)+;c$2 ( y1 , y2))
=;b$0 ( y2)+( y1&b1 ( y2)) d( y1 , y2),
where d( y1 , y2)=2c( y1 , y2)(:&;b$1 ( y2))+( y1&b1 ( y2))(:c$1 ( y1 , y2)+
;c$2 ( y1 , y2)). Since we have d(0, 0)=2c(0, 0)(:&;b$1 (0)){0 by (2.8),
Eq. (2.9) implies
b( y2)=b1 ( y2)+r1 ( y2). (2.11)
Here r1 ( y2)=&;d(b( y2), y2)&1 b$0 ( y2)=O( | y2 |$0&1) because of
b$0 (0)=0 (2.12)
which is obtained from (2.2) and (2.3).
Now, we claim that
b 1 ( y2)= g1 b g&12 ( y2). (2.13)
It can be verified since we obtain g$2 (0)=(:&;b$1 (0)) |T |&1{0 from
(2.10), (2.11) and (2.8). We have used here $03. On the other hand, since
we obtain b 0 (g2 ( y2))=h(b( y2), y2) from (2,4), (2.13), and (2.10), we have,
by (2.6) and (2.11),
b 0 ( y2)=(b0+r0) b g&12 ( y2). (2.14)
Here r0 ( y2)=(r1 ( y2))2 c(b( y2), y2)=O( | y2 |2($0&1)). If we remark (2.12),
$0<2($0&1), and g&12 (0)=0, we obtain (2.5) for j=0 from (2.14).
In particular, in the case $0=, we have b( y2)=b1 ( y2) by (2.11). Then
we obtain, from (2.10), g (l )1 (0)= g
(l )
2 (0)=0; hence (g
&1
2 )
(l ) (0)=0 for
2l$1&1. By using these facts and (2.13), we have (2.5) for j=1. K
3. MAIN RESULTS
We shall state our main theorem. Suppose that n=3 and Mk in (1) is
microlocalized; that is, ak (!) is supported in a sufficiently small conic
neighborhood of v=(0, 0, 1), and associated with h( y)=h( y1 , y2) by (1.1)
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which satisfies (2.2). In the following, we define functions b0 ( y2), b1 ( y2) by
(2.3) and indices $0 , $1 by Definition 1.
Theorem 1. See Fig. 2. Suppose h( y) is of type V (V=I, II, III ). Then
Mk is L p-L p$-bounded if k>k*( p). This inequality can be replaced by anequality if p{1 and V{II. Here
\5& 2$0+\
1
p
&
1
2+ if V=I,
k
*
( p)={max {6 \1p&12+&12, \5& 12$1&1+\1p&12+= if V=II,5 \1p&12+ if V=III.
Remark 1. We easily see that Theorem 1 is an improvement of
Theorem B in the case n=3 and #0 (7)=2, which is equivalent to
Theorem 1 with V=III. In fact, since 7 defined by (2) is a compact analytic
hypersurface, it cannot contain any lines. Hence 7 is expressed microlocally
by a function of type either I or II, which implies better results than that
of type III.
FIG. 2. Graph of k
*
( p)
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Remark 2. Theorem 1 with V = I, $0 = 2, that is, in the case
det h"(0, 0){0 (Example 1), corresponds to the result of Brenner [2]
which treats 7 with nonvanishing Gaussian curvature.
Proof. We define the oscillatory integral
I(*; z)=|
U
ei*(z } y+h( y))g( y) dy (3.1)
to be the same one as (1.2) with n=3 and write y=( y1 , y2), z=(z1 , z2).
We remark that U/R2 is a sufficiently small neighborhood of the origin.
The following lemma, which is called the scaling principle for oscillatory
integrals, is a fundamental tool here.
Lemma 1. Let (t) # C  (R) be real-valued and let /(t) # C 0 (R).
Suppose |(&) (t)|d on supp / for some &2 and d>0. Then, for *>0,
} | e i*(t)/(t) dt }C&, d (&/&L+&/$&L1) *&1&,
where the constant C&, d>0 depends only on & and d.
For the proof of this lemma, consult Stein [10, Chap. VIII, 1.2]. From
Lemma 1 and (2.2), we obtain
} | e i*(z } y+h( y))g( y) dy1 }Cg *&12
for all y2 and z. Hence we have
&I(*; z)&L(Rz2)Cg *
&12, (3.2)
which implies, by Proposition 2, the boundedness of Mk for k>kIII ( p)
(k=kIII ( p) if p{1).
In particular, in the case V=I, we can improve (3.2) as
&I(*; z)&L(Rz2)Cg*
&(12+1$0), (3.3)
which implies the desired boundedness by Proposition 2 again. In order to
prove (3.3), we shall define a real analytic function f ( y2 , z1) at the origin by
z1+h$1 ( f ( y2 , z1), y2)=0
f (0, 0)=0.
(3.4)
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It is uniquely determined by (2.2). We remark that we have
b0 ( y2)=h( f ( y2 , 0), y2)
b1 ( y2)= f ( y2 , 0)
(3.5)
by (2.3). Then we can rewrite (3.1) as
I(*; z)=| e i*A( y2, z1, z2)J(*; y2 , z1) dy2 ;
(3.6)
J(*; y2 , z1)=| ei*B( y1, y2, z1)g( y1+ f ( y2 , z1), y2) dy1
by the change of variable y1 [ y1+ f ( y2 , z1), where
A( y2 , z1 , z2)=z2 y2+G( y2 , z1),
G( y2 , z1)=z1 f ( y2 , z1)+h( f ( y2 , z1), y2),
B( y1 , y2 , z1)=z1 y1+h( y1+ f ( y2 , z1), y2)&h( f ( y2 , z1), y2).
We remark that, we have
G( y2 , 0)=b0 ( y2), (Gz1)( y2 , 0)=b1 ( y2),
B(0, y2 , z1)=(By1)(0, y2 , z1)=0,
(2By21)(0, 0, 0)=h"11 (0, 0){0
by (3.4), (3.5), and (2.2) since
Gz1 ( y2 , z1)= f ( y2 , z1). (3.7)
Hence we can write
A( y2 , z1 , z2)=z2 y2+b0 ( y2)+b1 ( y2) z1+b( y2 , z1) z21 (3.8)
B( y1 , y2 , z1)=c( y1 , y2 , z1) y21 (3.9)
with real analytic functions at the origin
b( y2 , z1)= :

&=2
(1& !) b& ( y2) z&&21 , b& ( y2)=(
&Gz&1)( y2 , 0), (3.10)
and c( y1 , y2 , z1) such that c(0, 0, 0){0.
In order to estimate J(*; y2 , z1), we shall use the following Van der
Corput lemma.
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Lemma 2. Let (t) # C (R) be a real-valued function such that (0)=
$(0)=0, and let /(t) # C (R). Suppose |"(t)|d on [&c, c] for some c,
d>0. Then, for *>0 and l=0, 1, 2, ...,
} |
c
&c
ei*(t)tl/(t) dt }Cl, d \ :
l+2
j=0
&/( j)&L+ *&12&l2,
where Cl, d>0 depends only on l and d.
For the proof of this lemma, consult, for example, Sogge [9; Chap. 1,
1.1]. From (3.9) and Lemma 2, we obtain, for sufficiently small z1 ,
|J(*; y2 , z1)|, } Jy2 (*; y2 , z1)}Cg*&12. (3.11)
Since ($0Ay$02 )(0, 0, 0)=b
($0)
0 (0){0 by (3.8), we obtain (3.3) from (3.6),
(3.11) and Lemma 1. Here we have used an integration by parts argument
and (2.2) for large z.
In the case V=II, we can have another type of estimate; that is, we have
&I(*; z)&L2$1(Rz2)Cg*
&(12+1$1)+= (3.12)
for any small =>0, which implies, by Proposition 1, the boundedness of
Mk with p=4$1 (4$1&1) for k>52&3(2$1)=6(1p&12)&12=
(5&1(2$1&1))(1p&12). On the other hand, we have already had the
boundedness with p=1, 2 because kII (1)=kIII (1), kII (2)=kIII (2). The
boundedness with every other p is given by an interpolation.
We shall prove (3.12). By an integration by parts argument again, we
only have to pay attention to z near the origin. By the change of variable
z2 [ z1 z2 , we obtain, from (3.6) and (3.8),
&I(*; z)&Lq( |z|<<1)\||z1|<<1 |z1 | {|

&
|I (*; z)|q dz2= dz1+
1q
, (3.13)
where
I (*; z)=| ei(*z1) A ( y2, z1, z2)J(*; y2 , z1) dy2 ; (3.14)
A ( y2 , z1 , z2)=z2 y2+b1 ( y2)+b( y2 , z1) z1 .
Here we have used the fact that b0 ( y2) is a constant because of V=II and
(2.12). We remark that z2 might be large again while z1 is still small.
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For large z2 , we have, by an integration by part argument and (3.11),
|I (*; z)|Cg*&12 (* |z1z2 | )&1.
Here we have assumed b$1 (0)=0 (otherwise change variable z2 to
z2&b$1 (0)). When we interpolate it with a trivial estimate
|I (*; z)|Cg | |J(*; y2 , z1)| dy2
Cg*&12, (3.15)
we have, for q2
|I (*; z)|Cg*&12 (* |z1z2 | )&2q+=. (3.16)
For small z2 , we obtain from Lemma 1,
|I (*; z)|Cg*&12 (* |z1 | )&1$1
since ($1A y$12 )(0, 0, 0)=b
($1)
1 (0){0. By interpolating it with (3.15), we
have
|I (*; z)|Cg*&12 (* |z1 | )&1$1+=. (3.17)
Combining (3.16) with q=2$1 and (3.17), we have
|I (*; z)|Cg*&(12+1$1)+= |z1 |&1$1+= (1+|z2 | )&1$1+=,
which implies (3.12) by (3.13). K
In the next section, the optimality of Theorem 1 with V=I, III will be
shown (Theorem 3). Theorem 1 with V=II, however, can be improved in
a favorable case.
Theorem 2. Suppose that h( y) is of type II with $13 and satisfies
+
y+2 {
&h
y&1
(b1 ( y2), y2)= | y2=0 =0 (3.18)
for +=1, 2, ..., $1&1 and &=2, 3, .... Then Mk is L p-L p$-bounded if k>
k II ( p)=max[6(1p&12)&12, (5&1$1)(1p&12)].
Remark 3. Theorem 2 is optimal (Theorem 3). It is still an open
problem whether we can remove the assumptions $13 and (3.18) or not.
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Proof. We shall prove
&I(*; z)&L$1+1(Rz2)Cg, =*
&(12+2($1+1))+= (3.19)
for any small =>0, which implies, by Proposition 1, the boundedness of
Mk with p=2($1+1)(2$1+1) for k>52&3($1+1)=6(1p&12)&
12=(5&1$1)(1p&12). The boundedness with every other p is given by
an interpolation.
The proof for (3.19) is carried out by modifying that for (3.12). First we
remark that we have
2Gz21( y2 , z1)=fz1 ( y2 , z1)=&1h"11 ( f ( y2 , z1), y2)
3Gz31( y2 , z1)=
3hy31( f ( y2 , z1), y2)[
2Gz21( y2 , z1)]
3
by (3.4) and (3.7). Then we have inductively, by (3.5) and (3.10),
b2 ( y2)=&1h"11 (b1 ( y2), y2),
b& ( y2)= :
&
l=3
lh
y l1
(b1 ( y2), y2) gl, & ( y2) (&3).
Here gl, & ( y2) is a linear combination of >&&1m=2 bm( y2)
:m when [:m]&&1m=2
entry :2+:3+ } } } +:&&1l. Hence the condition (3.18) implies
b& ( y2)=b& (0)+O( y$12 ).
Then we may rewrite A in (3.14) as
A ( y2 , z1 , z2)=z2 y2+d( y2 , z1) y$12
with a real analytic function d( y2 , z1) at the origin such that d(0, 0){0.
Here we have used (3.10) and the change of variable z2 [ z2&b$1 (0).
For large z2 , we have (3.16). For small z2 , we change the variable y2 to
z1($1&1)2 y2 . Then we obtain, from (3.14),
I (*; z)=z1($1&1)2 I (*; z);
I (*; z)=| e i(*z1 z2
$1($1&1)) A ( y2, z1, z2)J(*; z1($1&1)2 y2 , z1) dy2 , (3.20)
A ( y2 , z1 , z2)= y2+d(z1($1&1)2 y2 , z1) y
$1
2 .
We remark that y2 might be large again while z1($1&1)2 y2 is still small. We
split I (*; z) into two parts, that is, I 1 (*; z) for small y2 and I 2 (*; z) for
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large y2 . The estimate for I 1 (*; z) is given by an integration by parts argu-
ment. In fact, since (A y2)(0, 0, 0)=1{0, we have
|I (*; z)|Cg*&12 (* |z1 | |z2 |$1($1&1))&1
by (3.11). If we interpolate it with a trivial estimate
|I 1 (*; z)|Cg *&12
we have
|I 1 (*; z)|Cg *&12 (* |z1 | |z2 | $1($1&1))&12. (3.21)
The estimate for I 2 (*; z) is obtained from Lemma 1. In fact, since (2A y22)
is away from 0 for large y2 , we have
|I 2 (*; z)|Cg *&12 (* |z1 | |z2 |$1($1&1))&12 (3.22)
by (3.11) again. Combining (3.20), (3.21), and (3.22), we have
|I (*; z)|Cg*&12 (* |z1 | |z2 | ($1&2)($1&1))&12.
Interpolating it with (3.17), we have
|I (*; z)|Cg*&12 (* |z1 | )&2($1+1)+= |z2 |&1($1+1)+= (3.23)
for any small =>0, where we have used $13.
Combining (3.16) with q=$1+1 and (3.23), we have
|I (*; z)|Cg*&(12+2($1+1))+= |z1 |&2($1+1)+=
_|z2 | &1($1+1)+= (1+|z2 | )&1($1+1),
which implies (3.19) by (3.13). K
4. OPTIMALITY
We shall show the optimality of the results obtained in Section 3. The
following theorem says that Theorem 1 with V=I, III and Theorem 2 are
optimal. Recall that, in (1), ak (!)=ak (!1 , !2 , !3) is supported in a small
conic neighborhood of v=(0, 0, 1) and .(!)=.(!1 , !2 , !3) is associated
with a function h( y)=h( y1 , y2) microlocally by the relation (1.1).
Theorem 3. Suppose that ak (!) = |!| &k for large |!| in a conic
neighborhood of v = (0, 0, 1) and .(!) is associated with h
*
( y) (V=I,
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II, III ) defined in Example 2. Then Mk is not L p-L p$-bounded if k<k *( p).Here
\5& 2N+\
1
p
&
1
2+ if V=I,
k
*
( p)={max {6 \1p&12+&12, \5& 1N+\1p&12+= if V=II,5 \1p&12+ if V=III.
Proof. We shall prove kk
*
( p) when Mk is L p-L p$-bounded. In the
following, we use the change of variables (1.4), that is, !=(*y, *h
*
( y))
without any notification. The Jacobian is
D!
D(*, y)
=*2G( y); G( y)=h
*
( y)& y } {h
*
( y)
by (1.5). We also use positive functions f, g,  # C 0 (R) such that
f (0)= g(0)=(1)=1. We choose their supports to be sufficiently small.
[I] We shall prove the theorem with V=I. We set
uj (x)=(2?)3 2 j(52&1N)(1p&1)(1p&1)F&1[vj (2& j!)](x),
where
vj (!)=
f (2 j2!1 .(!)) g(2 jN!2 .(!)) (.(!)) |!|k
.(!)2 |G(!1 .(!), !2 .(!))|
.
Since [F&1[vj (2& j2!1 , 2& jN!2 , !3)](x)]j=0 is bounded in L
p, [uj]j=0 is
also bounded in L p. On the other hand, we have, for large numbers j,
&Mk uj&Lp$=2
j[(5&2N)(1p&12)&k] &Aj (x)&Lp$ , (4.1)
where
Aj (x)=2 j[k&(52&1N) 1p]Mk uj \ x12 j2
x2
2 j(1&1N)
,
x3
2 j
&1+
(x=(x1 , x2 , x3))
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=2 j(k+1N&52) | ei(2&j2x1!1+2&j(1&1N)x2!2+2&jx3!3&!3+.(!))
_|!|&k vj (!2 j) d!
=2 j(12+1N) | ei(2j2x1 !1+2jNx2!2+x3!3&2j!3+2j.(!)) |!|&k vj (!) d!
=2 j(12+1N) || ei*[2j2x1 y1+2jNx2 y2+x3+(2j&x3)( y
2
1& y2
N)]
_f (2 j2y1) g(2 jNy2) (*) d* dy
=|| ei*[x1 y1+x2 y2+x3+(1&2& jx3)( y
2
1& y2
N)]f ( y1) g( y2) (*) d* dy.
Furthermore we have
lim inf
j  
&Aj (x)&Lp$"|| cos(*(x1 y1+x2 y2+x3+ y21& yN2 ))
_f ( y1) g( y2) (*) d* dy"Lp$( |x|<<1)
{0,
which implies the desired result by (4.1) since [Mk uj]j=0 is bounded in L
p$.
[III] The proof for V=III is the same as that for V=I when we set
N=.
[II] We shall prove the theorem with V=II. If we replace N by 2N
in the proof for V=I, we have easily k(5&1N)(1p&12). Hence we
shall prove k6(1p&12)&12. We set
uj (x)=(2?)3 2 j(3p&3)F&1[v(2& j!)](x),
where
v(!)=
f (!1 .(!)&(!2 .(!))N) g(!2 .(!)) (.(!)) |!|k
.(!)2 |G(!1 .(!), !2 .(!))|
.
Then we easily see that the set [uj]j=0 is bounded in the space L
p. On the
other hand, we have, for large numbers j,
&Mk uj&Lp$=2
j[6(1p&12)&12&k] &Bj (x)&Lp$ , (4.2)
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where
Bj (x)=2 j(k+12&3p)Mk uj \x12 j ,
x2
2 j
,
x3
2 j
&1+ (x=(x1 , x2 , x3))
=2 j(k&52) | ei(2&jx } !&!3+.(!)) |!|&k v(!2 j) d!
=2 j2 | ei(x } !&2j!3+2j.(!)) |!|&k v(!) d!
=2 j2 || ei*[x1 y1+x2 y2+x3+(2j&x3)( y1& y2
N)2]
_f ( y1& yN2 ) g( y2) (*) d* dy
=| Cj (*, x) D(*, x) (*) d*;
Cj (*, x)=| ei*(2& j2x1 y1+(1&2&jx3) y
2
1) f (2& j2y1) dy1 ,
D(*, x)=| ei*(x2 y2+x1 y2
N+x3)g( y2) dy2 .
We remark that we have used here the change of variable
y1 [ 2& j2y1+ yN2 . Noticing
Cj (*, x)  | e i*y
2
1 dy1=?i* ( j  ),
we have
lim inf
j  
&Bj (x)&Lp$
"| ?i* D(*, x) .(*) d*"Lp$( |x| <<1)
"|| cos(*(x2 y2+x1 yN2 +x3)) g( y2) ?* (*) d* dy2"Lp$( |x|<<1)
{0,
which implies the desired result by (4.2) since [Mkuj]j=0 is bounded in
L p$. K
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5. HYPERBOLIC EQUATIONS
We shall explain how the L p-L p$-boundedness of Fourier multipliers
treated here is related to the analysis of hyperbolic equations. In the follow-
ing, we always assume 1p<2, 1<r<2, 1p+1p$=1r+1r$=1, and
use the notation Lr (L p)=Lr (Rt ; L p (Rnx)). The argument here is not
restricted to the case n=3. Let Mk=F&1ei.(!)ak (!) F be the Fourier multi-
plier defined by (1) in the Introduction. We assume here that Mk is L p-L p$-
bounded with k>k( p) (kk( p) if p{1). As we have shown in the pre-
vious sections, the bounds k( p) are determined by the geometry of the
phase function .(!).
We set M4 k=F&1ei.(!)a* k (!) F and M4 k (t)=F&1eit.(!)a* k (!) F, where
a* k (!) # C  (Rn"0) is homogeneous of order &k and coincides with ak (!)
for large |!|. We remark that Mk&M4 k is L p-L p$-bounded with
k<2n(1p&12). In fact, with k<n, we have ak (!)&a* k (!) # L1; hence the
convolution kernel is in L, which implies the L1-L-boundedness. By
Plancherel’s theorem, we have the L2-boundedness with k=0. The result is
given by the interpolation. Hence we have the L p-L p$-boundedness of M4 k
and the estimate
&M4 k (t) g&Lp$Ct
k&2n(1p&12) &g&Lp (5.1)
with k( p)<k<2n(1p&12)(k( p)k<2n(1p&12) if p{1) by the scaling
argument M4 k (t) g(x)=tkMk[ g(t } )](t&1x). We have also
&M4 k (t) g&Lr$(Lp$)C &g&L2 (5.2)
if k( p)<2k=2n(1p&12)&2(1&1r). The equality k( p)=2k is allowed
in the case p{1. In fact, the estimate (5.2) is equivalent to
&M4 k (t)* h&L2&h&Lr(Lp) ,
and it suffices to show
&M4 k (t) M4 k (t)* h&Lr$(Lp$)C &h&Lr(Lp) .
On the other hand, we have
M4 k (t) M4 k (t)* h=| M4 k (t) M4 k (&{) h({) d{
=| M4 2k (t&{) h({) d{,
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where M4 2k (t)=F&1eit.(!) |a* k (!)| 2 F, and we obtain
&M4 k (t) M4 k (t)* h&Lp$Ct
2k&2n(1p&12) V &h(t)&Lp
from (5.1) with k replaced by 2k. By the HardyLittlewoodSobolev
inequality, which says that convolutions with |t|&2(1&1r) are Lr (R)-Lr$ (R)-
bounded (see Stein [10, p. 354]), we have the desired estimate.
From the estimates (5.1) and (5.2), we can obtain various a priori
estimates for hyperbolic equations. In fact, as is noted in the Introduction,
the solution operator Ek (t) to the Cauchy problem (C.P.) is a linear com-
bination of Fourier multipliers of the type Mk (modulo a regularizing
operator), more precisely, the type M4 k (t) with phase functions defined by
using the characteristic roots of the operator P(Dt , Dx) in the problem
(C.P.). We assume that these phase functions determine the same bounds
k( p) for Mk to be L p-L p$-bounded.
For example, we shall consider the problem (C.P.) with k=m&1. We
set E(t)=Em&1 (t). Then the following energy estimate
&E(t) g&H sC &g&H s&(m&1) (5.3)
is well known. If we use the estimate (5.2), we have a spacetime norm
estimate, which is useful in the non-linear analysis.
Theorem 4. Let k( p)<2(m&1+:)=2n(1p&12)&2(1&1r). Then
we have
&E(t) g&Lr$(Lp$)C & |D|
: g&L2 . (5.4)
The inequality k( p)<2(m&1+:) can be replaced by an equality if p{1.
The solution v to the Cauchy problem
P(Dt , Dx) v= f
D jt v |t=0=0 ( j=0, 1, ..., m&1),
(C.P.$)
which is an inhomogeneous version of (C.P.), is expressed as
v(t)=|
t
0
E(t&{) f ({) d{.
Since we obtain the time decay estimate
&E(t) g&Lp$Ct
m&1&2n(1p&12) &g&Lp
from the estimate (5.1) with k=m&1, we have
&v(t)&Lp$C |t|
m&1&2n(1p&12) V & f (t)&Lp .
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By the HardyLittlewoodSobolev inequality again, we have
Theorem 5. Let k( p)<m&1=2n(1p&12)&2(1&1r). Then we
have
&v&Lr$(Lp$)C & f &Lr(Lp) . (5.5)
The inequality k( p)<m&1 can be replaced by an equality if p{1.
In the case of the wave equation, we can take k( p)=(n+1)(1p&12)
and m=2 (see Strichartz [12], Littman [7], Sugimoto [15]). Hence we
obtain, from the estimate (5.4),
&E(t) g&Lq(L)C & |D|
: g&L2 (5.6)
for q=2(n&2&2:) and max[(n&3)2, (n&3)4]<:<(n&2)2, and
from the estimate (5.5),
&v&Lp$(Rt_Rnx)C & f &Lp (Rt_Rnx ) (5.7)
for p=2(n+1)(n+3) and n2, which was given by Strichartz [13]. We
remark that Strichartz [14] proved the estimate
&E(t) g&Lq(Rt_Rnx)C & |D|
: g&L2
for q=2(n+1)(n&2&2:) and &12:<(n&2)2 (see also Stein [10,
p. 368]), which is a special case of Theorem 4. Harmse [4] found the
estimate
&v&Lq(Rt_Rnx)C & f &Lp(Rt_Rnx)
for 1p&1q=2(n+1) and (n+1)2n&2(n+1)<1q<(n&1)2n,
which includes the estimate (5.7).
From these types of spacetime norm estimates, we can obtain existence
and uniqueness theorems for semi-linear equations. For example, we shall
consider the equation (tt&2) v=H(v) (with zero Cauchy data). We
assume that H(v) # L p with p=2(n+1)(n+3) for any v # L p$, say
H(v)=v3 and n=3. Then the iteration scheme (tt&2) v&=H(v&&1) works
in the space L p$ (Rt _R3x) and the solution can be constructed there since
we have &v&&Lp$C &H(v&&1)&Lp by (5.7). (See Strichartz [13].)
We can also have regularity theorems as well. For example, we shall
consider the equation (tt&2) u=u2, u |t=0=0, tu |t=0= g in the case
n=3. By applying a classical method to the iteration scheme
u& (t)=E(t) g+|
t
0
E(t&{) u&&1 ({)2 d{; u0 (t)=E(t) g, (5.8)
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we can construct the solution in the space C0 ([0, T]; H s) & C 1 ([0, T];
H s&1) for g # H s&1 if s is sufficiently large (s>32) and T is sufficiently
small. In fact, we obtain
&u&&C 0([0, T]; H s)
C \&g&Hs&1+|
T
0
&u&&1 ({)2&H s&1 d{+
C(&g&Hs&1+&u&&1 &L1([0, T]; L) } &u&&1&C 0([0, T]; Hs)) (5.9)
from (5.3) with m=2. Here we have used the inclusion H s/H s&1 and the
estimate &u2&H sC &u&L } &u&Hs . On the other hand, we obtain
&u&&1&L1([0, T]; L)CT &u&&1&C0([0, T]; H s) (5.10)
from Sobolev’s lemma, which means, together with the estimate (5.9), that
the scheme (5.8) works in the space C0 ([0, T]; H s). Similarly it works in
the space C1 ([0, T]; H s&1) as well.
But the same result can be proved for smaller s (1<s<32) if we use the
estimate
&u&&L1([0, T]; L)
T1&1q \&E(t) g&Lq(L)+|
T
0
&E(t) u&&1 ({)2&Lq(L) d{+
CT1&1q (&g&Hs&1+&u&&1&L1([0, T]; L) } &u&&1&C 0([0, T]; Hs)) (5.11)
instead of the estimate (5.10). Here we have used the estimate (5.6) with
:=s&1. The estimates (5.9) and (5.11) mean that the scheme (5.8) works
in the space C0 ([0, T]; H s) & L1 ([0, T]; L), hence in C 0 ([0, T]; H s),
similarly in C1 ([0, T]; H s&1).
We shall end this article by showing some related problems from physics.
The linear elasticity for crystals in R3 can be described in the form of a
3_3 system,
(D2t &A(Dx)) U=0,
where
A(Dx)=(Aij (Dx)); Aij (Dx)= :
3
p, q=1
cijpqDxp Dxq
is a 3_3 matrix. The constants [cijpq] are not all independent, because we
always assume the relations cijpq=cjipq=cijqp=cpqij . We assume that this
system is hyperbolic in the time direction as well. Solutions to the Cauchy
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problems for this equation are expressed by using M4 k (t) (k=0, 1) as well.
The phase function .(!) is one of [*l (!)] l=1, 2, 3 , where [*l (!)2] l=1, 2, 3 are
eigenvalues of the matrix A(!), and the amplitude functions ak (!) consist
of the projections into the eigenspaces. Although they might be singular
where the eigenvalues are multiple and the extra argument will be needed
there, we can expect that our observation can be applied (at least when the
Fourier transform of initial data vanishes at the multiple points). The
geometry of the surfaces 7l=[!; *l (!)=1] is controlled by the constants
[cijpq], and some examples are illustrated in Stoth [11,p. 24] and Racke
[8, p. 138], when the crystal under consideration exhibits some symmetries
(‘‘hexagonal’’ [11] and ‘‘cubic’’ [8]). It is interesting to classify these
surfaces following the argument in Section 2 and give the L p-L p$-estimates.
We remark that Stoth [11] examines the L p-L p$-estimates in the case of
hexagonal symmetry. Information about the multiple point is provided in
Duff [3] and Liess [6]. A similar treatment of the Maxwell equations is
also expected which can be described in the form of the 6_6 system
(Dt&A(Dx)) U=0,
where
A(Dx)=
1
i \
0
&+&1curl
=&1curl
0 +;
=1 0 0 & 0 0
==\ 0 =2 0+ , +=\0 & 0+ .0 0 =3 0 0 &
Consult Wilcox [18] and Liess [5] on this matter.
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